
First Name Last Name Comment
Anita Huberman Support
Shara Nixon Level the playing field so taxis 

can continue to provide service 
to those who don’t want to use 
ride hailing

Sunny Kaler
harpal kang Please remove red tape and 

bring fair competition and level 
playing between cabs &Ride 
sharing

Raj Aadmi
This is not even fair, how can 
they compete against rideshare 
with all these restrictions! 
Politicians and governing 
authorities need to wake up!

Tim Heintzman Please remove the municipal 
boundaries.

Rano Mann
Steven Mann
Manaa Gill
Razy Nawas
Harry Seemar Yes to level playing field
Gaurav Agnihotari
Nikhil Chopra
Keerat Matta Everyone should have a fair 

share of what they deserve! 
How will they grow if they’re not 
given opportunities.

Anuj Chadha
Ramandeep Kaur
Randeep Kang Yes
Monica Kang
Ruby Randhawa Agreed! Make the playing field 

fare! Or put the same 
restrictions on ridesharing 
companies.

Arjun Brdi
Gurjit Johal
Avijot Japra Even the playing field for taxi 

industry
Divneet Japra

remove red tape for taxi industry
Bharat Handa
Kuldeep Japra taxi industry matters
Jasdeep Kang Remove red tape
Charanjit Jawanda



Serbjit Jawanda
Simi Girn
Ameeta Sahota
Sukhi Toor Remove red tape!
Sarvdeep Singh Kang
Herman Nijjar
Manjot Bains
Arshveer Jawandha
Bob Aulik
Rajvir Sidhu
Ripan Uppal
Gurminder Uppal
Michael Rana
Jasleen Nijjar
Gurmukh Nijjar
Parminder Nijjar
Abhay Nijjar
Baljinder Bains
Gurjit Kang
Ajay Toor Level boundaries are needed
Inder Bains Yea taxi drivers need a even 

playing field.
G Jawandha
Jaspreet Poonia

I’ve been a taxi driver for over 
18 years now and what the 
government is doing by not 
leveling the playing field isn’t fair 
to me or my family as my taxi 
our main source of income and 
the government should realize 
how many loyal taxi drivers 
there are out there who have 
been doing it there entire life’s.

Sukh Sidhu
Waleed Bajwa
Pavan Shergill
Ravinder Mamman
Karan Sidhu What was taxi industry doing 

when Uber first came Canada, 
that should have been the 
wake up call. Poor leadership in 
taxi industry has led to this 
where drivers are finding hard to 
even cover their expenses 
some days.

Aman Tung
Inder Tung



Shawn Gill
Nasib Gill
Malkiat Gill
Baldeep Badhan
Sahib Samra
Ashmeen Kaur
Invir Gill
Shehbaz singh Sandhu
Harjinder Mangat
Sam Shergill
Sajjad Hussain No it should be same as it is
Jas Athwal Remove red tape
Kuljinder Buttar Remove all restriction on taxi's
Ryan Bains
Gurpal Badesha Yes remove red tape
maninder gill open boundries all over bc
Rajesh Garg
Vikramjit Dhaliwal
Sanvir Lidder I love ride sharing and don’t 

mind taxi’s but how can ride 
sharing be given a competitive 
advantage over taxi’s. There 
both the same business. Its not 
like theres different rules for 
other business like trucking. 
They all have level playing 
fields. Tech companies all play 
by the same rules so why not 
taxi’s and ride sharing? Its 
about time taxi and ride sharing 
became one category and have 
a level playing field.

Jusmandeep Samra

I agree with this
Prabhjot Singh
Amrit Bains Not fair for taxi industry!!!!!
Jasmine Bains Fair playing field



Jankar Bains Not fair
Davinder Bains Get rid of uber or make it 

equivalent to taxi insurance 
prices

Martin Rovatti
Kavita Gill
Satpreet Dhaliwal Remove the boundaries and 

archaic rules now.
B J
Bryan Hudie
Jatinder Jhajj
Hira Brar Remove boundaries
Harpreet Dhanda Make it a level playing field so 

taxi drivers are not affected by 
ride share services like uber and 
lyft

Janik Hundal
Spencer Underhill
Ravi Dhami
Karen Gill
Armaan Chhina
Sandeep Gill Remove red tape for taxi 

industry
Simrit Chhina
Kam Kaler
Harpreet Aujla
Jagroop Gill
Daljeet kaur Remove red tape
Shreyans Jain
Sarbjit Singh Kang
John Denenfeld
Usama Sajjad 🌹

First and Last Comment
Gurdip Sahota
JC Boutros
Ryan Keigher Let’s move forward and create 

an industry for everyone. 
SHELL BUSEY REQUEST LEVEL PLAYING 

FIELD
Parmjit 
Shyan Lolly
Jaspreet kaur 
Mostafa Removing boundaries helps the 

goal of better service 



Indermohan Singh Sohi Government of BC treating taxi 
industry unfairly   Wheelchair 
accessible taxi must be 
discounted  auto insurance  
Wheelchair  accessible taxi  too 
expensive  to operate

Heather Booth
brian rowsome Stop dinking the consumer 

around, get it right to reduce 
costs not increase them

sunny
Megan
Armin Layegh
Paul Biling
Amos this long overdue.
Parv Mann
Gurminder Sidhu 
Bill Gill
Tom McEwan
Linda McCrossin Level the playing field for all by 

allowing taxis the same rights as 
ride-sharing and vice versa, the 
economy prospers where there is 
healthy competition, and the 
public well benefit from better 
transportation choices.

Natalia Pardalis
surjit shoker  asap 
Rich Gorman We need the RedTape removed 

from the Taxi Industry, all taxis 
MUST be able to cross any 
boundaries to pick up or drop off 
customers. I am holding your 
Gov’t , the Provincial NDP 
accountable to make this 
change. I do not want to hear 
that the previous Liberal gov’t 
did not react before your party 
taking control, just get on with it.

Harpal Kang 
Constantine Pardalis
Sukh Boundaries should be remove 

and trip should go to closet taxi 
only way to survive otherwise will 
be bankrupt taxi companies 
most drivers left can see how 
many taxis parked in lots 

Malkit Sidhu



Jas Dosanjh I think that all the taxi drivers 
should get fair and equal 
reperentation

Ranjit padda I am support of finish the 
boundaries on taxi in 
lowermainland BC

Ravi Narula  Taxi should be allowed to drive 
wherever  No restrictions 

Anna Price
Japreet Sahota
Karn Saroya
Giovanni DeFazio
Harbinder s sidhu
Davinder Hope government will think abt 

insurance policy 
mike no way I'm from Vancouver this 

will be bad for me
Edward Roche Make it easier to compete with 

the ride hailing companies.
Gurdip Singh Sahota 
Avtar Nagra 
Jatinder Singh Jhajj  Yes taxi boundries should be 

removed. Otherwise taxi industry 
going to die and insurance of 
taxis also dying us we can't 
survive for next two months. 

Muhammad  Boundaries should be opened 
Baljit kalkat
Allen Edge Long overdue change
Jag Open boundaries 
Kulwinder Singh Dhillon  Should have open boundaries 

for Taxis  And A cap on ride 
share companies. Ride share 
companies are also Taxis should 
be treated like Taxis Competition 
is OK But should be on equal 
grounds. Level playing field.

Krista Thomas
Manraj Gill
Jag Gill
Gerald Blanchard
Hossein  No boundaries for all taxis  
Charanji jawanda
Iqbal Sanghera



Marco Pasqua We need more accessible 
vehicles on the road to support 
patrons with a disability, and this 
would be one way to support 
that.

Olivia Lolly
Jason Dhatt
Parmjit Chahal 
Raj Gill
Roy george
Alan Chor
Vicki Chor
Jaris Idba
Arvind Dhillon Long overdue!!
Rajwant Sidhu
Sue Hodson Please make travel by taxi better 

for the drivers and public
Hans Fuller
Abdi omar I'm more than happy if you 

remove taxi boundaries in lower 
mainland  and thank you so 
much 

Raj
Arvinder Singh Remove Boundaries
Amrik Cheema  Open boundaries as it’s only 

way to create a level playing field 
with ride sharing apps and make 
this industry viable. 

arshdeep
ajaypal singh mann 
Balvir Purewal
Lorne and Rae Phillips It's the fair thing to do.
Dawinder  Remove boundaries 
Cindy Hildebrandt
Yonas zeru If uber has no Boundary taxis 

should be the same
rob pattee
Preetmohinder
Gurjit Jhajj



Robert Ironside Get rid of the archaic rules 
governing the taxi industry.  
Allow the market to set the price 
for a taxi fare, not a rate-setting 
body that forces up the price of 
taxi fares and thereby reduces 
the number of people wanting to 
take a taxi.  UBER and LYFT only 
exist because the taxi industry 
refused to adapt to changing 
conditions and the regulations 
surrounding the taxi industry are 
fixed somewhere back in the last 
century.

Surinder Mann
Cassidy price
Shawn Jawanda N/A
TIM LAND REMOVE THE BOUNDARIES
tarsem Singh kharbar
Gurpal Badesha
Manjit Bhatti Please open all boundaries for 

Taxi industry too
Kuldeep Singh
Curtis Kreklau
Amir Mirjahangiri  Open boundaries for all taxi
Mubasher Mirza Great idea, this should have 

been done years ago. Open 
boundaries make sense.

PAUL DAYNES Excellent idea !
Ajmer SINGH Bajwa  Good for all 
Harjinder Gill 
sukhpal khaira Open boundary 
uchendra Rajkoomar For a fair and level playing field 

taxi operators must be allowed to 
pick up and drop off wherever 
they need to.

Mandeep  Open Boundries to Taxis
Pranjay
Mubasher Mirza It is great idea, should have been 

done years ago. Open 
boundaries is the right way to 
improve transportation.

Shafiq Akhand  It should be same for all 
competitors. 

Parminder Rai Need fair treatment, Taxi owners 
pay lot of fees save them and 
their families 

April Watson This should have been done 
years ago.

Ranbir 



Gurmukh Badyal 
Anand Gupta
Farjollah Haidari Open boundaries for Taxi 

Industry
Peter Stamm
Harbindar
Carl Markwart Absolutely this should happen 

and fast. There is no need to 
study this.

Satwinder Manku 
aamir hussain
Ajit walia 
Gavin Bamber
Harjodh Kharbar
Sajjan Singh Grewal  Need level playing field to serve 

the customers with equal 
opportunity. 

Abhireet Gill
Karanjoyt Singh
Abdul Shakoor
Mario Batara
Eknoor Batth Open boundaries for taxi 

industry!
Greg Bautista
Louise Please remove the barriers to 

transportation options, and make 
it easier for the taxi industry to 
provide services in a convenient 
and flexible manner.

Vineet Kumar This should have happened long 
time back.

Sarbjit singh bhangu Please make taxi borders open!
Amine mohamed Open bordées so we can 

compete with Ryde share! 
Balkaran
Balbir athwal
Harjit singh No boundaries for uber lyft 

dozens of bylaws for taxis . Taxi 
industry should have control of 
fares not ptb .just like uber lyft. 

Nigel Watkinson
JJagdip
Jaspal Mashiana
Amrik Bassi
Manjit Dhaliwal 
Doug or Joy Watkins Think of the taxi driver who just 

paid a lot of money for a license 
and we gave it all up.



Baljeet Bajwa This should have happened a lot 
earlier 

david zhang be fair to every taxi driver
Amardeep Walia
Roberta King
Sewa SINGH Dhillon Please open boundaries for taxis 
Ramandeep Gill
Amarjit Grewal
Sonny Gill
Bilal Cheema Level the playing field. Help the 

Taxi industry move into 2020. 
You can't give an upper hand to 
ride share....make it the same for 
all.

Salim
Azahim
Niru Turko
Gurvinder s sandher Open all boundaries 
Amandip jhutty
Gurminder Bhullar 
Nirmal Singh Mehroke It is very important to remove the 

boundary to make taxi fleet to 
run efficiently, productively and 
economically. 

Surinder Bhatti 
Jennifer Rosval
Nathan Ware 
Jasbir Bhamra
Kirpal Singh sandhu  Must be level play game .
Mandeep Bhatti 
Paramjit Singh I like to open boundaries for taxis

Aziz Ladha
Gurjeet Mangat  Open up the boundaries good 

for environment 
melanie
Sukhpal Singh I like to OPEN boundaries for taxi 

ASAP
Inderjeet Mann Remove boundaries for the taxi 

industry 
Kiran Samra
Jasmail singh Bhullar 
Gurpreet Singh
Rajvir Remove boundaries 
Swaran Gill
Sukhwinder Dhami  Very good idea 



Ajit Sinha The taxi industry helps the 
economy and we must help 
them with transparent charges.

Gurpreet Khera
Remo Montagliani  
PARVEEN BHARTI
Mohamed abdalla  I’m glad open boundary 
Daljeet Dhami 
Grant J
Baljit Dhaliwal
Cindy Wilhelm 
Avtar Dhaliwal  Hi we want to open the cities 

boundries and then better 
customer service and also lesss 
the traffic and low pullision . 

Sukhdip Parmar Boundary should be open.
Harmanpreet
Oscar Red tape should be removed 
Mohamed Shifras Mohamed Mukthar Open boundaries for everyone 

and that makes good business. 
Anonymous  It should be a fair and level 

playing field 
Ravneet Bhatti
Mukand
Navtej Mann 
Cary
Steve Yung
Bal Kang
Paul 
Gurkaren
Jimmisha Chhina
Karan
Baljinder Sangha  Open boundaries 
Pardeep kumar
Savrajdeep Singh Chohan
Amritpal Sraon 
Balwinder B
S Mann 
Malkit Johal Insurance should be a level 

playing field for both Uber and 
the taxi industry. 

Harjit Singh Dhaliwal
Amrit Saini
Jaspal Brar
Vare Grewal 
Arshdeep Kharbar
Aman



Surinder Everyone has right to treat them 
same way 

Mehran salimi
Jaspaul dosanjh Even playing field seems fair 
Roman Yes that a no-brainer! 
Sanjeev Gill
Boota
Khodabandehloo fereshteh
Pushpinder Sidhu
Kinder 
Mandeep bains
Harpinder Singh Randhawa 
James Mcgivern
Harj  Open all boundaries for taxis 
J sandhu Open boundaries
Paramjit Phandar Remove archaic taxi boundaries 

and allow the 2,500 taxis in 
Metro Vancouver to pick-up and 
drop-off anywhere in the Lower 
Mainland to serve the public 
better .

Aman Dosanjh
Marilyn Pearson  Reduce taxi license fees and 

allow ride sharing choices 
Kirandeep samra
Neal Jhutty
Yvonne Hogenes Please remove the barriers to taxi 

drivers to cross city boundaries.

Yvonne Hogenes Please remove the barriers to the 
taxi drivers when crossing city 
boundaries.

Adnan I support petition
Jasdeep badhesha 
Victoria Lolly
Alex Trimble
Raymond Wilson 
Harry  Get the politics out of this and let 

the customers get service.   Let 
the taxi Industry compete 
FAIRLY with ride sharing.  NDP 
keep your promise of level 
playing field. 

Jessica Toor
Raveen Sangha Gala apples to gala apples
LAKHINDER  This is very important 
Surinderjit Sidhu  No boundaries 
Raj Uppal



Dave Hayer
Jalesha Uppal
Dainy Aulik
Rajinder Bhullar  This is the only way to survive 

the taxi industry. 
Hardeep sidhu
Amrit pal Dhillon 
Sarbjit Kaur Kharbar
Baljodh Kharbar
Dhanwinderjit singh Bal  Open boundaries 
Vishal sharna
Marilyne Kelly
Maninder singh Sandhu There should be level playing 

field and open boundaries
Narinderjit Jassal Remove boundaries 
Muhammad Javid We needed equality for every one 

Rupinder 
Manpreet Bahia
Harry Gill
Gurdip mundi No boundaries for cabs.
Jaswinder Dhaliwal
Nikk Muhar
Ravi Dhaliwal
Talwinder Ghag
Pawan
Atamyot Dhaliwal
Gurminder Singh
Manjinder Gill
Jagjiwan Grewal 
Tarunjit heer
Sam mehr
Mohamed cassim mohideen
Miwi
Jeevie dhesi
Ruby BRAR 
VIVEK 
Thakur Rai Bhardwaj I want no boundaries for taxis.
Aamer I can't believe its happening in 

Canada.. me and my family 
came here cus we found fairness 
in everything but i guesz.. we 
were WRONG..

Ramin Mamaghani
Ismaila otiti 
Rajdeep gill
Parwinder bajwa



Gurchet Nagra
Mark  White
Deep We should be fair and encourage 

local business to grow. 
Otherwise foreign companies will 
take all profit 

Parminder 
Gurmail  Level field means ride sharing 

companies should come on the 
road as the way taxi was 
operating in the cities before. 
Now taxi companies levelling to 
ride sharing companies. Called 
FAIRNESS. 

Hartaj gill
Manjyot Nahal  No boundaries for cabs
Danny Rana
Nilesh
Sandeep Sahota
Vik
Jas Dhaliwal
Has Dhaliwal
Bob aulik
Kam Bassi Level playing field now 
Harkanwaljitsingh
Sukhdeep Dhadda
Michelle Bassi
Gurp Bassi
Sharanjit Sanghera Yes we need that 
Mandip Gill
Jasvinder hayer Ride hailing is doing same taxi 

jobs  if no boundaries for them 
why for taxis??

Rauven Bains
H Kang 
Harinder 
Nirbhai Randhawa 
Mohammad 
Japneet 
Bhupinder Singh kang
Gurdev Bagha Open the boundaries 
Manjit Bains Please open taxi boundaries
Gurmail Sidhu
D Graham
Aman Gill All boundaries should be 

removed 
Marty



Paul
Bimal G Efficient use of the transportation 

system and reduction of empty 
miles rrquires the taxis be ooen 
in metro vancouver.

Dalbir mangat
Baldev Mehangar In favour to open boundaries
Sukhi Sihota It should be removed before they 

give green light to Ridesharing, i 
think it should be removed asap 
to be fair with taxi drivers. 

Jarnail Gill I want to lift the boundary.
Sukhdeep Dhaliwal 
Daljit Randhawa
Sonny G
Sahej Mangat
Kal dosanjh
Sandeep Katal  The taxi boundaries should be 

lifted and also there should be a 
cap on number of ride hailing 
vehicles on road at one time. 
This will not only reduce carbon 
emissions, congestion but also 
make possible both for taxi 
drivers and ride hailing drivers to 
earn a decent living wage. 
Otherwise if cap on ride hailing 
vehicles on road at a certain time 
is not put and boundaries are 
not lifted than soon time will 
come when neither taxi drivers 
nor ride hailing drivers will be 
making minimum wage and 
neither any ride hail company or 
taxi company will be following 
the Labour law requirement of 
BC  

Kamille S
Rajinder Singh 
Jas Support
Sukhbir Dhaliwal
Sukhi
Sukhwinder Sahota
Govind  Johal All boundaries should be 

removed 
Mandeep  Plz do it asap
Mukhtiar kooner



Kali Barot No boundaries 
Gurmeet sangha  Pls pls pls take out all the 

boundaries. Its v good for 
environment and for costumers.

Jaswinder Chandi
Talwant Sodhi  Yes we want it
Raheem  Let canadians make money in 

their homes rather than someone 
else making.

Justin Sidhu
Jaspal Mand Open boundaries 
Sahil Kumar
Jaswant Singh None
Sukhwinder Randhawa 
Avtar athwal
Leslie Queen
Manjit Parmar
Balwant Singh bassi Yes 
Raman Gill Fairness and a level playing field 

is needed.
Jas
Greg Valou
Vivian Leung
Davinder Kainth 
Maja Furlong For the sake of our environment, 

please change these archaic 
rules! 

Jasdeep Basra 
Gurpal sekhon  Remove boundaries 
Chanchal Heer
bradley van camp
Navraj Bhandal
Eshaan k
Sukha Badal
Captain Kang
Rashpal Singh Ambedkari Yes boundaries must took off for 

better service 
Sukhminder Badohal Please open boundaries for 

better service 
Ashok 
Gurpreet Randhawa
Wakeel Ahmad
Ranjit johal  I want it 
Surjit Singh Punni
Rajdeep Johal  Boundries should be open 
Jashandeep sangha



sukh Johal  make it fair for the taxis and 
same playing field with uber

Bobby I like the boundaries open 
Balwinder Singh Gill
Harjeet Mand If you are trying to bring ride 

share , taxi drivers should have 
equal rights and opportunities. It 
is absolutely not fair to treat the 
two agencies providing same 
services so differently. Either 
make Ride sharing industry 
follow same rules and 
regulations as Taxi industry or 
give the taxi industry a fair 
chance and opportunity to play 
in same field as ride share. 

Seif Najarian
Ajay Dhami 
Sanjot Dhami 
Kainth Inderjeet Singh  Open the boundaries for taxi 

industry 
Surinder Dhami 
Manpreet sahota
Hinnan
Susan Hodges It only makes sense. If you want 

to help improve quality of life 
then please remove the red tape 
so we can all live in a saner world 

Jagjit Bedi 
Arjun
Jaswait bedi
Jasleen 
Saniya
Kareena bedi
Ashwindra
Carlo
Gurpreet SINGH Bajwa
AR
Danisa 
Jr No taxi zones
Jr No taxi zone
Harsimrat
Anonymous 
Rachpal Randhawa  Please help support the taxi 

transportation!
Jaskaran Mahil
Keesha



Mahfudbakari  Let them have their right 
tiara
sydney castillo 
Harman
Bethany 
Zuhale karimi Yeeet
Casper
chrissa
K
Priya Mallh
Ony
nabeel
maansikander Ride share do not pick flags, 

they pick only dispatch trip 
throughout app. Same for the 
local companies. They are most 
welcome to pick dispatch trip 
from other cities. So boundaries 
are required. But requirement is 
to have a single app for all cities 

Jusiu 
Harjinder kaur kang Remove red tape for all Taxis  If 

not any boundaries for ride 
hailing  Then why made 
boundaries for Taxis 

J Bains
Manpreet s shahi
Surjit lal
Gurraj Jassal
Avtar sumal All taxi have right to pick 

passenger and drop off   
Jaswinder Kaur
Gurveer Sahota
Monica Vanderzalm I support a removal of the 

boundaries to create a level 
playing field, eliminate the 
unproductive deadheading and 
create better service to the end 
user. 

Sodhi Chahal
Nishesh batra
Harpal  Rai  The only thing we ask for is an 

honest and a fair deal 
Gurlal Virk Need same level for all ride 

hailing services. 
Akashdeep pathak  Please start a fair play. 
Uppinder taunk  justice
Harneet



Amarjit Singh Bal
Harmel Sunner Government need to intervene in 

Pessenger Transportation Board 
decision and ask them to remove 
boundaries for all lower mainland 
Taxi companies so that  Taxi 
drivers will be  serving customers 
rather than dead heading from 
one city to another city wasting 
time and money and polluting 
our beautiful place

Surinder BAINS 
Avtar 
Bhavjit grewal
Sandeep Sunner Remove red tape
Jaspreet Sunner
Amar bains STOP
Jasvinder Dhesi If all taxi companies  wants to 

serve only downtown Vancouver 
then who will serve the 
remaining lower mainland?

Monica Sunner
Surinder pal singh Plz remove boundaries of taxis in 

lower mainland 
Harkewal dhaliwal
Ruby
pargan mattu NO to
Avtar
Raja Sumal Remove red tape. I don't want a 

boundary for taxis.
Arjun Sumal Remove red tape.
Dan Atkinson
Will Chen
Sukhwinder singh Sandhu Make it level play field 
Larry David
Monica Sidhu
Taka jay 
Reagan dam
Kulvinder Bhullar  Boundaries should be open to 

save climate no means Cab’s 
move around empty 

Sukhpreet shillon Should be level play 
Beatriz
Saima Haque
Barinder Grewal 
Anisha Randhawa 
Jasmine randhawa



Jasmail Randhawa 
Dilbag Singh Goraya
Sameet Bhangu
Amarjit Bhangu
Satnam Bahia
Jatinder singh Chhina
Jaspal
Sue
Jas Bhullar
Kuldip Singh Bhullar  Please remove the boundaries as 

soon as you can and Also force 
the taxi companies to have the 
central dispatch system. Thanks 

Jagdeep  Do something for taxidrivers. 
Parminder Singh Khattra 
Tejinder singh 
Gurvinder Sandhu  Multimillion companies like 

UBER has paid the government 
under the table so that there is 
no level playing field coz they 
now if cab companies are given 
the same benefits then there 
prices will be even lower then 
these ride hailing companies 

Gurvinder Pannu
Pam
Sim
Baljinder singh
Kavita Gill
Surinder sandhu Please remove the boundaries of 

taxi industry so they can 
compete with app companies. 
Thanks

Teresita Masigan This will be good for Surrey' s 
booming population.

Kulwant singh dhesi Open bondery for everyone 
Mohammad Chaudhry Don’t kill the taxi industry 
Ranjit gill 
BABAR Must be removed the boundaries 

as soon as possible for the 
survival of taxi industry and ICBC 
insurance rate should be 
according to the UBER.

Gurvinder kahlon
Manvinder Kaur
Phulvinder Singh
Sargun Singh



Brenna colwyn Hoyem We need Richmond taxis 
available to get us from 
Vancouver.  

Aarjan 
Sandeep 
Devinder maan There should be same zones for 

taxis and ride share. It is still not 
a level playing field but it will 
help. Government must act 
responsibly.

Sohan mehat Please level playing with TNS
Inder singh
Mohinder mehat  No boundaries for taxi please 
Navv
Prashant
Jass
Kam No boundary is the way to go
Ranbir Padda
sewa singh
Gurwinder
Gurpreet Padda 
Vir kaur
Rajwinder singh
Yashmit
Vikas
Surinder kumar
Harjeet kaur
Kamaldeep
Gurnam 
Jaspreet
Monu kumar
Naresh nischal
Ravi minhas
Karen 
Gaurav
Prabhjot kaur
Parmjit singh
Anuradha bhagat 
Poonam
Kamaljeet samra  100 agree
Kapil
Abcdwf



Mo Sull We support this 110% There 
must 100% transparency and a 
fair and level playing field . 
Otherwise why have regulation  
Should fairness and 
competitiveness..

Jas Cruise Taxi drivers deserve the same 
privileges as Uber or Lyft.

Sue jawanda
Baljinder sahota 
Brenda Andesin I stand with the Taxi industry 

100%. They are the Founders of 
the Taxi  industry and have 
endured the growing pains over 
years to create a safe responsible 
industry for drivers and 
passengers. Secure insured 
regulated trusted  representation 
of  the highest standards with 
responsibility to create our 
respected, fair , safety trusted on 
both personal safety and 
vehicles.  Regulated quality 
trained and security screened 
drivers, exceptional  vehicles , 
high standards,  excellent fleet 
maintence. They paid high 
licencing to provide a quality 
fleet. This must not be ignored 
as the industry is threatened by 
unfair red tape that does not 
support the founders but instead 
creates a serious costly 
disadvantage. It creates hardship 
on so many levels to the 
established companies, drivers 
and their families.  We must 
recognize and honour those 
whom established excellence in 
the industry and have been 

Arunbansal 
Sanjeev Tejpal I would like to Thanks for the 

intiative 
Mike M
Crystal Dahl



Rosy  1) i appreciate pt board and govt 
for meeting public demand and 
bringing ride hailing. But at the 
same time failed to establish the 
co existence.  I believe they are 
intelligent people that they 
understand one side bringing 
freedom fairness & competition 
on other side they failed to see 
the massive disaster by keeping 
the taxi industry under restriction 
of boudries. Any person with 
commonsense would have seen 
the unfairness. Boundries should 
be removed

Kulwant singh shergill 
Ryan Carasco
Dilbagh Singh Toor
Archile Mortel
Saraya C
Abhai Kahlon
Deep Singh
Sukhdeep Sidhu
Dee S
Mohit
William Osborne The taxi industry requires a level 

playing field so they can 
compete fairly with ridesharing 
companies.

Sarah
Jasbir Janda-Wiseman
Gurjeet 
Avtar shokar
Dilbag Samra
Vick
Yuvraj Randhawa
Banveen bhullar It is not fair that taxi drivers have 

all these useless rules and Uber 
gets away with it just like that. If 
the government is letting this 
happen, Canada clearly isn’t a 
righteous fair place to be in after 
all. I justice shouldn’t happen like 
this 

Jashan Remove red tape
Amit Punni
harleen
Tina Dhillon 



Megan Brumovsky
Gurnam Samra I 
Harvir Sandhu
Raj Klair
Deepi khaira 
Lambo
Bikramjeet Sandhar
Arshpreet Dhindsa 
INDERJIT SINGH KARWAL Uber and Lyft should be banned
Jhooty Paul
John dhaliwal
Jhooty Jag
Roop
Ambareen
Rick Virk
Sarj Dhaliwal
Raman Anand
AVA PARISSAY
Praminder Gill
Shaukat Khan  Only fair to have same rules for 

all parties involved
Jagdeep Cheema 
Johnny Sandhu
Raman  I agree
Sukhdev Singh kaloti
Kuldip Purewal Open the boundaries for cab 

industry if you want taxi industry 
to service. Thanks

Lakhvinder Gill
Garry
Ravinder 
Sameera Lavji I believe the operating of ride 

sharing should be made available 
to all drivers, including taxis. 
Customers should have the 
option of choosing who they 
want to use for ride share and it 
needs to be available across all 
regions. People need to have 
more choices and more 
resources available to choose 
and not limited by boundaries for 
travelling. 

Charanji dhinsa 
Sylvia



DON R GUILBAULT Scales of economy dictate. The 
realization of improving fleet 
utilization lies in the removal of 
imaginary borders.  

Allison Abernethy
Ali tavanayan
Santa Prasad
Ishaq Ismail
Kuosha
Shaheed
Maheshinder Sidhu 
Usman Arbaz Khan This is a fair demand. If ride 

sharing drivers can operate 
anywhere in the lower mainland 
without any restriction then these 
guys should also be allowed to 
do the same. 

Dharminder Khaira Favour of open taxi boundaries
Kasey Garden
Tony setia I drove taxi 20 years ago and it 

seems there is definitely some 
sort of unfair play towards taxi 
industry.

najam please remove all the boundaries 
for Taxi

Gurjit Jawandha
Sanj j
M
Charanjit Dhillon No boundaries .. less dead 

mileage .. less traffic .. less 
pollution and more cabs available 
to public. 

Sukhdeep Kular I have heard Uber drivers tell me 
that they are working Uber at 
night while working as truck 
drivers in the morning. Are they 
not over their driving hours? Is it 
safe to allow someone to work 8 
hours driving a truck and another 
8 driving an Uber at night on the 
weeked?

Gurmeet Kular
Baljinder Kular
Tarandeep Kular
KETAN PATEL Very important to open the taxi 

boundaries for the family of taxi 
drivers and taxi industry 

Hira Brar Remove boundaries 
Harj gill



Raminder singh brar No boundaries will lead to quick 
service , less emission, more 
business

Manveer All ride share companies not 
boundary they pick any city so 
why taxis boundary Surrey taxi 
pick Surrey to drop off west 
Vancouver and the came back 
empty to Surrey that is not fare 
with taxi so break aboundry 

Mohammed
Tirbhawan tathgur
Gurveer Singh We need a level playing field for 

all taxis and ridehailing. These 
boundaries serve no purpose 
and should be removed. 

Garry Remove taxis boundaries asap !!! 

Charanjit Singh Taxis cannot compete with Uber 
and Lyft until the boundaries are 
removed  !!! 

CJ Singh BC Govt has not delivered on 
the level playing field for taxis 
and ridehailing. Taxi boundaries 
are archaic red tape and must be 
scrapped immediately, so that 
taxi apps can compete with 
ridesharing.

Shashikant  Time for taxi boundaries to go !!!
G Singh BC NDP govt should eliminate 

taxi boundaries & allow all cabs 
to provide faster service to 
passengers & more incomes for 
drivers. Thanks 

Baljit  Remove boundaries make life 
easy 

Norm  Remove boundaries 
Resham Singh Open boundaries for all cabs.
Ritu kainth
Gurdeep  Boundaries must be remove 
Fakhur Rehman 
JASPAL BAHGA
Harpervinder  I am agree remove the bonders 

because other ride halling  
companies no boundaries so 
that s not fair remove the 
boundaries please thanks 

Harkamal Gill



Rajdevinder Bhatti Should be level field for everyone 
just like Uber can pick up 
anywhere so can all taxis

Mohan singh jhajj Ride share no boundaries  why 
for taxis.  

Yvonne Kohler
Geebee
A sumal All taxi need same   pickup same 

income remove red tape 
Terry
Sukhdeep sangha I am 100%  in favour of single 

dispatch  in Vancouver which 
include all the small & big  towns

Nauman 
Parmjit pandhet All taxi same right pick up makes 

equal money please remove red 
tape     

SD All for the taxi drivers and their 
rights! 

Jaafer A Open border pick up
Paul Gill
Surjeet Bath
Lumber singh koner Please open up boundaries
Balbir Singh sumal Please act upon this
Manjit s pannu Please no boundaries
Balwinder somal Good service 
Meera gill For years taxi industry has served 

us and our social as well as 
economic development. Now 
with the changing world, we 
can’t leave it unattended. Fair 
support should be provided by 
removing barriers impacting its 
economic feasibility to survive 
and thrive furthers 

Yuv Kailay
Jaswinder Parmar
Perveen Parmar
Niveen Parmar
Jeff Bridge
Peter J Donaldson
Jim Bindon
Adam Jacobson
John Vuckovic
Darcie Rosenberg
anonkumar oogur make maximum use of resources 

available.
Ramona Kaptyn



Bruce Jackson
Lutz Sprecher
Nate Toevs Level the playing field!
Donna Atanacio
Rob MacGregor Our elected BC government 

officials at all levels should be 
embarrassed to step up to a 
microphone each time the topic 
of ride sharing comes up.    To 
me, this pandering to the taxi 
industry is disgusting, and prove 
to me that it's not illegal. If 
government is smart, they'll 
remove all these taxi lobbyist 
"rules" before a public 
investigation into collusion with 
the taxi industry takes place.

Stephanie Mah
Valentine Woodard 
Lee brooks
Ed Roche Its about time!
kim chornohus I have been stranded downtown 

late at night by Taxis who wont 
go into Surrey or Langley

Jaswant Gandham
Ravi Sharda I agree that the rule for cross 

boundaries pickups should be 
allowed for taxis.  

Kulwinder Sidhu 
Christine Moritz
Sam Rizvi Stop the red tape for Taxi 

industry. Need a fair play.
Amos Kambere A tax picking someone from 

Airport to Surrey, should be able 
to pick someone from Surrey 
and take them anywhere before 
they return to airport.

NJ Sukhdev  s jhand Remove red tape. Open 
boundary specially wheel 
chairs.thanks for attention please 
jk 

Mark Lewis Request Uber and taxis same 
route

Rupinder sumal
Ruby Remove the red tape
Ravi
Shery
Kulwinder Gosal This should have been done 

long time ago!! 



Dara Singh Johal
Gurprit Sekhon 
Angel Medina
Ahmad free Hi At least in lower mainland all 

taxi company should be pick up 
& dtop off costumer for better 
services .Thank you.i

kevin


